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Patrizia Zoller - another representative of
abstract art at the ARTBOX.PROJECT
Barcelona 1.0
Patrizia Zoller will be represented with her artworks in Barcelona
from 18 - 22 March 2020

Zurich/Barcelona (ptp028/02.03.2020/14:00) - With her original artworks "Golden Delicious 2" and
"Ruby Talisman", Maura Patrizia Zoller remains true to the popular characters of the abstract art
scene of modern and thoughtful interpreters. Emotions and spontaneity in feminine features can be
recognized in these works in a high-carat and expressive way. A variety of materials and
manufacturing styles are combined in a fascinating composition of luxurious glamour and
devotional lines. Dreams, fantasies and real experiences are reflected in wonderfully harmonious
works, leaving the observer an infinite scope of interpretation and therefore creating a unique
personal experience.

Zoller also ventured into the world of colours. Torn and broken, angular, uneven and yet lively and
harmonious, this artist also shows her feelings and uses the various means at her disposal to demonstrate
them expressively. The work "Golden Delicious" in particular benefits from her beautifully shaped designs
and exquisite colouring, because the special luminosity of the golden influences creates an almost magical
attraction. The golden tone in particular triggers sensations, is impressive and has a fascinating effect on
the viewer of this quite unique painterly composition.

Maura Patrizia Zoller herself is convinced of the impact of art in her life and describes it as a faithful
companion. This amicably expressed gesture to such a magnificent expression of human imagination is
unmistakably reflected in Zoller's paintings. Maura Patrizia Zoller herself is convinced of the impact of art
in her life and describes it as a faithful companion. This amicably expressed gesture to such a magnificent
expression of human imagination is unmistakably reflected in Zoller's paintings. Colours have a very
special meaning for her and for the renowned creator they are an important aspect of expression and the
possibility to reflect perceptions, dreams and thoughts.

Patrizia Zoller has already presented her artistic work, which is completely free of fixed forms and rigid
colour sequences, at numerous exhibitions in Switzerland, France, Italy and many other countries. Magic,
cubistic, futuristic and expressionistic features play together in a breathtaking creation.

The ARTBOX.PROJECT Barcelona 1.0, which opens its doors from 18 to 22 March 2020, also offers
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Patrizia Zoller a suitable and effective platform for the presentation of her own highly creative style of
modern art.

Visitors can enjoy Zoller's new art catalogue exclusively in Barcelona and immerse themselves in a world
that is detached from reality with creative colour compositions. Experience a great interplay of fantasy
and the experiences of the life of a stirring artist who picks up every art lover exactly at the right place.

More information about the creative work of Patrizia Zoller can be found on her website: https://zoller-
patrizia.ch
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